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About This Game

The rich folklore continues with this exciting tale set in an old Slavic land. As Child of Spring, can you save the world from
eternal winter?

A cruel and cold Goddess of Winter has hijacked springtime, and her victim has called on you for help. You'll be surprised by
what you, a lowly peasant, can do in the face of evil – and what cute little furry friends you’ll meet along the way in Myths of

the World: Stolen Spring.

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector's
Edition includes:

Explore your legacy in the bonus game
Buy pet toys and treats with coins

Earn achievements as you play
Soundtracks, wallpapers, screensavers and art

Integrated Strategy Guide
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Me,Reinhard,Mercurius.
If one was forced to pick the strongest one...
It would be me,of course.I'm the protagonist,remember?. This is were it became masked forces....

there are multiplayer lobbies still but everyone changes teams to the winning one so if the other team is loosing just switch to
them and then it will be you vs. the whole lobby

FOR SOME REASON THERE IS NO RPG SELF DAMAGE SO EVERYONE JUST USES THAT ALL THE TIME, THERE
IS LIKE NO DRAWBACK ANYMORE.

the game is still easy though. if you stay in an open part of the map to dodge rockets with the MP5 you can kill anyone before
they get to you with RPG spam.

you can have fun if you are even moderately good at aiming 5\/10. Started a little bit bland, but after a few rounds I started to
really like it! It's a weird kinda-turn-based game.. \u00a1\u00a1Very funny!!
Great for playing at home with friends
You have to keep the monocycle in balance and push your rival down to the ground.
I'd say it is a mix of QWOP and NIDHOGG.. didnt got it
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Another great skin, but I still want my heli and dartling skins.. The game is good in essence with solid mechanics and interesting
start of a story. But it has too many problems:
- It's way too short (I finished in 11 h including lengthy dialogues and loading screens)
- Loading times are ridiculously long. And you have to start at main menu every time (loading screen to get to it, and another to
get into game) and also exit through main menu (again 2 loading screens).
- The game saves at weird times (at the start of major combat round), there is no excuse for not being able to save single-player
game at any time.
- No strong enemies, just cannon fodder.
- Battles are scripted, you know exactly where the enemies are gonna pop out during the second try.
- Story doesn't end, it doesn't even get anywhere
- There is literally 1 choice in the entire game
- Guilty of numerous instances of "second HP bar" (Extra enemies appear on battlefield in the middle of battle all the time). It's
Pang on steroids, it has a beatiful art, excellent OST, is full of winks to retro games, and the different world really capture the
essence of the game tributing, and now in ver 2.0 includes Coop Campaign for 2 players. The difficulty is (in normal) is perfect,
not too hard to be frustrating nor too easy to be boring. It's full of funny anti-achievements.. Zorbit\u2019s Orbits feels like
someone\u2019s first flash game. Jump, shoot, and grapple your way across spherical alien...structures? I guess? The whole
game has a sort of 80s or 90s feel to it, with a \u201ccool guy\u201d blasting aliens and all.

There are five difficulties, and collectible cogs and rocks. It\u2019s a simple game, and the only gripes I have about it are the
odd default controls (which can be changed) and the somewhat...lackluster grappling mechanic. Jumping is floaty, but
manageable, but if you don\u2019t swing at least a little on a grapple point, you may not make it to the next one.

Zorbit's Orbits is a simple game, and I can't condemn it past the grappling thing. I'm pretty neutral towards it, so decide for
yourself if you want it.. Very interesting game. It's gott a little bit of everything in it, even though its a puzzle type game, but
hey, I would recomend it as something different to play.. Fun little treasure hunting game, even scared me once :D

I always wanted to explore ancient egyptian pyramids so perhaps Im a little biased.

Its not finished yet but whats there is good and for the price there's no question that its a thumbs up.. Dead Game is Dead. I
think this is a great first game from a female developer. Let's support girls' STEM pursuits.. Next chapter after the main game.
Linear gameplay. No open world. Recommended if you want to know what will happen after the ending.
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